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A Replacement for Ballasts and Resistance Line Cords 
by Charles Rhodes 

Most of the ac-dc radios of the period from 1932 to 1937 used standard automobile radio tubes having 
6.3-volt, 300-mA heater elements. For audio output and rectifier service, the tubes of choice by the 
designers were the 43 and 25Z5G/GT, respectively. In the later part of the period, the 43 was replaced by 
the 25L6 and the 25Z5 was eventually replaced by the 25Z6, an octal equivalent. Adding up the series-

connected heater voltages brings one nowhere near the power-line's 115V, so the remainder must be 
dissipated, somehow. Here's a way of dropping that extra voltage without aggravating global warming. 

Early ac-dc radios (transformerless radios) used a 
mix of tubes having 6.3- and 25-volt heaters with 
0.3 ampere heater current requirements. Typically 
such radios had lineup of 6A7, 6D6, 75, 43 and 
25Z5 tubes. Adding up the heater voltages, one gets 
68.9 volts (we'll call it 69 volts). To operate such a 
series string from the 115 volt household current 
supply a voltage drop of 115 minus 69 (= 46) volts 
was required. A resistance of about 153 ohms 
(divide the needed voltage drop by the 0.3 ampere 
current required), and capable of dissipating 14 
watts was needed. Some radios used a "ballast" for 
this function. Ballasts looked somewhat like tubes, 
often counted as a tube in the "tube-count wars" 
waged by advertisers, and were simply resistance 
elements mounted on a tube base, usually with a 
metal shell covering the resistance. Using such a 
ballast meant the above-mentioned 14 watts of heat 
was dissipated inside the radio cabinet. If the 
radio had a pilot light rated at 6-8 volts, it changed 
these numbers slightly, since the needed voltage 

drop is thereby reduced to 40 volts, the needed 
resistance is now 133 ohms, and the dissipation in 

it is now 12 watts. 

Other ac-dc radios used a resistance line cord for 
the same purpose. That dissipated the 14 (or 12) 
watts of heat outside the cabinet, and often under 
Mother's chair or behind her drapes. These cords 

ran fairly warm, and had to be stretched out, and 
not bunched-up, or very hot spots could develop. 
They contained a third wire, made of thin nichrome 
wrapped in asbestos, and the fragile nichrome 
resistance wire was always subject to breakage. 
Moreover, such line cords were (and are) a fire and 
shock hazard. 

In any event, these early AC/DC radios 
frequently require replacement of defective ballast 
tubes or resistance line cords. This article shows a 
simple means to replace these with a bit of technol-
ogy. This technique was not practical ...(to p.3) 
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Charlie's 7-µF capacitor replacment for ballasts, line-cord resistances, etc. 

(from C. Rhodes, page 1) during the 1930s but is 
made possible with today's components. The idea 
is to obtain the needed voltage drop without 
generating any heat, and gaining the added benefit 
that the tube heaters are no longer subjected to a 
current surge when the radio is turned on. The 
radio will take a little longer to warm up, but that is 
a small price to pay for extending its life. 

Sound like magic? No. The answer is that a 
capacitor is used instead of a resistor to limit the 
heater current to its rated value. It turns out that a 
7.0 1.1F inert-dielectric  capacitor acts as an imped-
ance (resistance to AC current) which will limit the 
heater string current to very nearly 0.3 ampere in 
radios of four to seven tubes. An inert-dielectric  
capacitor uses waxed paper, mylar, saran, or other 
plastic film as its insulation between the metal 
plates. Electrolytic capacitors cannot be used 

here because they would break down immedi-
ately with ac voltage applied. Some will claim 
that pairs of electrolytic capacitors, connected in 
series-opposing, such as are used in ac motor-
starting service, will work, but electrolytic capacit-
ors are just too variable in their capacitance values 
to be useful here. Suitable compact plastic-dielec-
tric capacitors are available today, rated for 
operation at the ac voltages in this application. 

Now, the radios we are talking about here 
employed either the 25Z5 (6 prong base) or the 
octal 25Z6 GT rectifier. This tube dissipates about 
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8 watts in its heater. I believe that these rectifier 
tubes, already scarce, will eventually fail, thus 
disabling the radio_ This can be avoided by 
installing silicon diodes and eliminating the 
rectifier tube (and its heater as a part of the series-
connected string of resistances). For those who 
prefer to keep the rectifier tube in the circuit, this 
article will give the proper capacitor value later on. 
But our aim, in this article, is to reduce the radio's 
heater string aggregate voltage rating to the lowest 
possible. We started with 69 volts needed (75, if 
there is a pilot ramp), and eliminating the 25Z5 
drops this value to 45 volts (50, with pilot lamp). 
The lower this voltage, the smaller (and less 
expensive!) is the required voltage-dropping 
capacitor, as we will see. 

HOW IT WORKS: 
As an illustration of the principles at play here, 

let's consider how one could operate a a number of 
little type 47 pilot lamp (6-8 volts @ 0.15 ampere) 
directly from the 120 volt AC line. This is 
something you could try on the bench, but use an 
isolation transformer, for safety. Each type 47 
lamp bulb has a resistance of 44 ohms. If you wired 
one of them in series with a 13 ;IF (mylar) 
capacitor, whose reactance at 60 Hz is 804 ohms, 
the current through the circuit, including the bulb, 
would be about 0.15 ampere, and the bulb would 
glow at its proper brightness. The combination of 
the pilot lamp in series with this capacitor has an 
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impedance of 805 ohms. That is because, 
mathematically, total impedance (Z) formed by 
reactance (X) and resistance (R) in series is found 
by squaring each, adding the squares and taking the 
square root of the sum, viz.: 

Z2 = X2 + R2 
The capacitor will limit the current through the 
lamp to 0.15 ampere, but it will not dissipate any 
power (no heat is generated by the capacitor). Now 
comes the surprise. Instead of a single pilot lamp, 
consider a series string of, say, 5 pilot lamps, 
totalling, let's see, 44 times 5, ah... 220 ohms. 
Hook this string in series with the same 3.3-µF 
capacitor, and all five lamps burn at just about their 
normal brilliance. The total impedance is now 830 
ohms, less than 5 percent higher than it was with a 
single bulb in the circuit, so the current is about 95 
percent of its original value. Pure magic. What's 
the point? Well, the capacitive voltage dropper, for 
a string of tubes needing less than half the power 
line voltage will act as a "constant-current" source 
for the tube heaters, and will accommodate a huge 
variance in the number of tubes in the circuit. 

For a typical early 1930(s) radio with 3, 4, 5, or 6 
tubes having 0.3-ampere heaters, not including the 
rectifier tube (which we are replacing with silicon 
diodes), this same mathematics shows that a 7-µF 
capacitor will limit the current through the series 
string of tube heaters to about 0.3 amperes. And, 
all the while no heat is generated by the capacitor. 
Hence, we can safely install the capacitor inside the 
cabinet. If you do the math, you will see that with a 
cheap, four-tube radio, probably a 6C6, 6D6, 43, 
and 25Z5, and by ignoring the 25Z5, exactly 0.3 
ampere flows. In the case of a big 7-tuber, maybe 
having a 6A7, two 6D6s, a 75, a 6G5 eye tube, and 
a 43 (plus 25Z5 rectifier originally, but ignored, 
here), 0.284 amperes flows. This is close enough to 
the rated current for all practical purposes, and 
plenty close for government work. 

You might have been wondering why the rectifier 
tube is ignored in all these cases. Well, aside form 
the fact that I recommend replacing it with silicon 
diodes, we will be needing the space taken up by 
that tube for our cool-running voltage-dropping 
capacitor unit. 

PILOT LAMP CASES: 
Pilot lamps were a real problem in these early 

ac-dc radios. Ballast tubes had taps in the heater 
resistor across which pilot lamps were wired, and 
some resistance line cords had an extra tap in the 

resistance element, adding a fourth wire to the lead-
in. This shunt resistance limited the lamp current to 
0.15 or 0.25 ampere, depending on the lamp rating. 
However, when the bulb burned out, the ballast 
tube resistor took the full current, and this overload 
frequently doomed the ballast tube. In replacing 
the ballast or line-cord resistor with our capacitor, 
we will have to shunt the pilot lamp with a small 
power resistor to take up this extra current (the 
difference between the lamp rating and the tube 
heaters' needed 0.3 ampere. For a type 47 (or its 
equivalent screw-base type) lamp, the rated current 
is 0.15 ampere, so the shunt resistor should be 40 
ohms at about 5 watts power rating. So this ballast 
replacement requires you to re-wire the pilot lamp; 
shunting the lamp with a suitable small power 
resistor and to connect the shunted lamp in series 
with the heater string. This adds a little resistance 
to the heater string, but the current will not 
significantly decrease, so the same capacitor value 
will serve in radios from 4 to 7 tubes. 

A 7-1.LF capacitor rated for 250 volts AC 
operation at 60 Hz is: AEROVOX # W 43B2507E. 
It measures 1.05" in diameter, and 1.91" in length'. 
This can be mounted in a 6 pin tube base (to plug 
into a 25Z5 socket) or into an octal tube base to be 
plugged into a 25Z6GT tube socket. The capacitor 
should be wired to pins 1 & 6 of a six-pin base, or 
pins 2 & 7 of an octal tube base. Figure 1 shows 
this capacitor, and how well it fits into the tube 
bases. The wire to the top of the capacitor should 
be very well insulated because otherwise there is 
an electrical shock hazard. A dab of silicone 
rubber will do nicely. The silicon diodes can be 
added to the plug-in assembly, wired exactly as the 
tube base diagram indicates. The 25Z5 uses base 
diagram 6E, while the 25Z6 uses 7Q. Their leads 
should be kept short, and use heat sinks (I like 
hemostats) on them as you solder them into the 
tube base pins. While I prefer soldering the silicon 
diodes directly into the circuit (under the chassis, 
right at the rectifier tube socket tabs), restoration of 
the appearance of the chassis to the original, for 
that buyer who insists on it, is facilitated by having 
the diodes wired to the plug-in you made to hold 
the 7-µF capacitor. In a few cases, the radio uses a 
voltage doubler circuit so two silicon diodes are 
required, but generally the circuit is that of a half 

I The conversion of these numbers of inches to 
centimeters for our Canadian members, or to furlongs 
for our English members, is left to the reader. 
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wave rectifier, so, usually only one diode is needed. 
The diode should be rated for 600 volts (minimum 
peak inverse voltage) such as 1N4006 or 1N4007. 
These diodes can be obtained at RADIO SHACK 
for real money, or for 8 or 10 for a dollar at 
hamfests. Do not use 1N4004 or lower. 

With the vacuum tube rectifier replaced by 
silicon diode(s), the B+ voltage will be somewhat 
higher than it was. I would never leave the original 
filter condensers in place. There is usually a low 
value resistor in series with the rectifier. This can 
be increased in resistance to limit B+ voltage, but 
generally this is not necessary. This resistor should 
be rated for 2 watts, non-inflammable. 

SAFETY TIPS: 
What is necessary is to replace the original line 

bypass capacitor, generally a .05-µF paper unit. I 

use ceramic 0.01-µF 1000-volt capacitors in this 
application, but 630-volt mylars are also good here. 
MAARC sells these at the monthly meets and at 
RadioActivity conventions. 

When replacing the line cord, a replacement cord 
with a polarized plug should be used. The broad 
silver (color) blade is the one which is grounded, 
either to chassis, or to the B-minus bus, the 
narrower brass (color) blade should go to the power 
switch, then to the rectifier plates ( usually through 
a small resistor as above) and now, to the "hot 
side" of the rectifier heater. This entails a wiring 
change, since in most ac-dc radios, the power 
on-off switch is, in the original wiring, connected 
in the B- circuit. We strongly recommend 
rewiring it into the "hot" side of the power line, 
instead. In the original wiring, there is no safe 
way to handle the chassis without an isolation 
transformer, regardless of whether a polarized 
line cord plug is used. 

There are many applications of this technique 
which are useful to restorers of antique (tube) 
radios. Let's look at an example from which you 
can see how the constant-current concept fits in. 

Take one of those 3-way portables which uses a 
117L7/M7 or similar tube. These tubes are short 
lived at best, and scarce. Lets replace either with a 
35L6GT and a silicon rectfier. Here we have a 
tube with a 0.15-ampere heater, so we use the same 

3.3-µF capacitor as in the old pilot-lamp trick 
earlier. Work out the math. The net heater current 
will be 0.144 ampere. Close enough to the rated 
0.150 ampere. The original tube produced 10.5 
watts of heat from the heater alone. The heat 
produced by the heater of the 35L6 GT is 5.25 
watts. The radio will run considerably cooler. 

Now, the silicon diode will provide a slightly 
higher Bi- voltage, and it is from this B+ supply 
that the delicate little filaments of the rest of the 
radio's tubes feed. Check the filament voltages 
after making the restoration, being prepared to 
change, slightly, the voltage-dropping resistors in 
the "little" tubes' filament string, fed from B+. 

FOR THE PURIST: 
For those who cannot bring themselves to remove 

the 25Z5 (or -Z6) from the circuit, the capacitor 
will have to be changed to 8 le, by adding a 1 µF-
cap in parallel with it, and by mounting these 
elsewhere than in place of the rectifier tube. 
Maybe a plug-in replacement for the ballast can be 
made, or room under the chassis can be found. The 
ballast plug-in appeals to me, since it can always be 
restored to original if a good ballast can ever be 

found. 

My friend, Bob Casey, WA2ISE, first told me 
about this method, which I fould so useful that this 
article was written to share his technique with other 
collectors/restorers of antique (tube) radios. [Ed. 
note: This technique was popular in the 1950s in 
several Cleveland service shops, as applicable only 
for those radios with plenty of under-chassis space, 
since the proper-size capacitor in those days was a 
huge affair. We used war-surplus "bathtub" 
capacitors then.] 

FOR THE RECORD 

The April meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club was held at Sully Station, in Northern Virginia, which is 
a diversion from our usual meeting place in Burtonsville, MD. Many thanks to Geoff Shearer for arranging (and 
paying!) for the meeting place. We had about 48 members present, including about a dozen who seldom attend our 
MD meetings because of the commute. Flea marketing was very lively in the balmy weather, and the auction 
brought out some gems, including a couple of nice amateur communications sets. Net income from this meet was 

$289, from capacitor sales, donations, and auction commission. Next meeting is at the regular place. 
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RadioActivity - 2000 3-fightights 

Our annual convention, June 15-17, promises to be the most interesting one in our 13 years of 

these giant meets. Aside from the Old Equipment Contest, great fleamarket, and regular 

Saturday auction, we will have a radio repair clinic on Thursday evening, the giant Noie Estate 
auction on Friday evening, and a most interesting seminar on Friday morning. 

Friday Morning Seminar Features Grant Dixon 

CLEMENT GRANT DIXON 

Anagram ...." Da rn I long-extinct 
rnc !" 

Bom....28 March 1916 
Died....not yet (despite the 
anagram!) 

Grant Dixon first became interested in television in 
March 1928, when his father bought him a copy of 
the inaugural issue of the magazine Television in a 
bookstall in Carlisle, England. He was 12 at the 

time, and within five years he had built his own 
telly, using a scanning disc. He examined every 
aspect of the new medium over the next few years, 
and watched the development of commercial 
electronic television in England in the 1930s. He 
treasures the photos he took of the BBC television 
cameras set up for the coronation ceremony for 
King George VI in 1937. 

Grant has many achievements in the fields of slow-
scan TV and narrow-band TV, and he served as 
President of the Narrow-Band Television 
Association, succeeding Ben Clapp, who had died 
in office. Ben was Logic Baird's original assistant. 
Not intimidated by the rapid pace of modern 
television and computer technology, Grant learned 
the HTML language of the interne at age 80, and 
enjoys updating his web page located at 
www.gdixon.wyenet.co.uk/cgd.html. 

Grant plans a lively talk and demonstration, mainly 
through the use of color (colour) slides. Our 
seminar room will comfortably seat about 40 plus 
about 15 standing, so be sure to get to the 
designated conference room on time: 10 a.m. 
Friday. 

Old Equipment Contest's Unusual 
Categories 

Check out that weird Category 6 in the Old 
Equipment Contest! Green radios? Well, this will 
bring out a bunch of those metal Arvins and the 
can of green Rust-O-leum, you might be saying. 
But, wait; there were some green radios - 
originally green, that is. And that's what we're 
after, not the re-painted ones. 

And, how about the next category, miniature 
tombstones? There were a lot of them, too. Arvin 
and Crosley made some with attractive dials ( like 
the Crosley "Fiver") as did some of the west 
coasters, too. Jackson-Bell comes to mind. 

And, category 11 gets you the opportunity to clean 
up that old Supreme "Diagnometer" or Weston set 
tester. And, if you have a copy of Supreme's 
Diagnostrician as part of the documentation, well, 
then, you're set. Some of those set testers of the 
1920s and early 1930s had an intimidating high-
tech look, with dozens of chrome-plated switches, 
a couple of multi-scale meters, and maybe a 
chrome-plated tube cover hiding an 01-A or 30. 
When the radio serviceman came to your house 
and opened one of those babies, it brought Junior 
in from the ball game, pronto! 

The key, of course, to winning ribbons at the 
contest is to get an early start, and be sure to 
include documentation. 
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Not Quite Tetrodes 
by Ed Lyon 

This article explores the efforts to improve triode tubes through the incorporation of an additional grid or electrode, 
sometimes with the purpose of actually solving some basic triode problem, but often just to make the tube's 
operation seem novel enough to get past the patent examiners. 

Tetrodes are four-element vacuum tubes, 
named after the Greek word for four, and so 

one might guess that GE' might have had 
something to do with their invention. The 
development of the tube we now know as the 
tetrode at GE's Schenectady laboratories during 
the 1923-25 years is not the main subject of this 
piece, but the purpose of that development bears 
repeating2. Quite early on, triodes were recognized 
as having a problem in that their output electrode, 
the plate, had electrical capacitance with respect to 
the input electrode, the control grid. Now, with 
capacitance coupling output to input, it is apparent 
that some considerable care must be taken in 
designing triode amplifiers to prevent the output 
circuit from providing sufficient signal levels (and 
signal phase) to make the amplifier oscillate - that 
is, provide its own input signal. 

Armstrong noticed this effect in the early audions 
he experimented with, and it lead to his belief that 
at sufficiently low frequencies, triode amplifiers 
would not break into oscillation, but at the high 
operating frequencies of many wireless systems, 
they would oscillate, owing to the inverse-
frequency nature of the impedance of capacitive 
coupling. (At low frequencies, the plate-grid 
capacitance offers high impedance to the feedback 
of signals from output to input of the amplifier, 
while the converse is true at higher frequencies.) 
This led him (and others, during the first World 
War) to the invention of the superheterodyne radio 
circuit. In his superhet, the incoming signals are 
converted down to much lower frequencies before 
being amplified, the conversion process retaining 
the intelligible modulation signals. This frequency 
reduction made high degrees of amplification by 
triodes possible. 

Thus, reduction of the capacitance between plate 

' GE's penchant for naming radio inventions after Greek 
terms became industry-famous, and led to the practice 
being dubbed "Greco-Schenectady." 
2 See Gerald Tyne's Saga of the Vacuum Tube, Chapter 
16, and John W. Stokes' Seventy Years of Radio Tubes 
and Valves, Chapter 6, which cover the development of 
the tetrode, nicely. 
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and control grid became an objective in future tube 
design, so as to make amplification of signals 
possible at yet higher frequencies. This was the 
main driving force behind A. W. Hull's (GE) 
development of the 222 tetrode. Hull placed an 
isolating gridwork between plate and control grid 
and grounded it, insofar as signals were concerned. 
To make the tube sensitive, though, he had to place 
a positive voltage on this new grid, called a screen 
grid, and that is what we have today in tetrodes. 

But gaining plate-grid isolation was not the main 
objective in several earlier efforts which resulted in 
four-element tubes. While Armstrong was work-
ing on our side of no-man's land in the war, Walter 
Schottky, of Siemens-Halske, worked on the other 
side, and on different problems. His primary aim 
was to devise vacuum tubes that could get by on 
far lower B-voltages than were in vogue, so as to 
eliminate the pesky high-voltage batteries. His aim 
was to use a single A-battery to heat the filament 
and supply the plate current. (Many years later, 
American engineers at RCA were trying to do the 
same thing for automobile radios - eliminate the 
vibrator-power-supply and operate both heaters 
and plate from the 12-volt battery.) 

Schottky found that an extra grid in a triode, 
placed between the control grid and the filament, 
could get the electrons that were boiled off the 
filament started toward the other electrodes, if it 
were made very slightly positive, with respect to 
the filament. Without his extra grid, the electrons 
would form a cloud near the filament, and their 
negative charge repelled further electron migration 
from the filament. This was the so-called space 
charge effect. With his space-charge neutralizing 
grid in place, he got otherwise-standard triodes to 
operate with plate voltages around ten volts. 
Contrasted with the usual 50 to 100 volts used in 
comparable triode circuits, his development was 
remarkable, but the double-grid Siemens tube 
never gained popularity in Europe, except as 
telephone-industry repeaters. Telefunken picked 
up the design in the early 1920s and produced a 
few four-element tubes having inner space-charge 
grids, but the effort died out as other developments 
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eliminated their reasons for existence. But, 
Schottky seems to have been the first ( 1917) to 
invent a four-element tube with a space-charge 
grid, and also first with a four-element tube with a 
schutznetz, or "protective" grid ( 1916 German 
patent 300,617), intended to reduce coupling 
between plate and control grid, but not grounded 
for signals (!). Just missed it. 

H. J. Round, in England, was working on the 
same problem as was GE's Hull in America, plate-
to-grid capacitance. In 1920, he thought he had 
exhausted the capability to keep the control grid 
components and leads away from those of the 
plate, thereby reducing the capacitive coupling, 
and turned to shielding the plate, instead. The 
result was the type FE 1 "quadrode," a four-element 
tube whose description3 sounds exactly like Hull's 
later tetrode. Fig. 1 shows the Marconi FE1. The 
strange thing about the FEI is that Round's 
application of the tube obviated much of the utility 
of the tetrode. Round persuaded Marconi to design 
an amplifier around his FEI tube, but their design 
did not yield any performance improvement over 
any commonplace triode amplifiers of the day. 
Fig. 2 shows Round's Marconi Type 91 amplifier 
and the circuit diagram. A quick look at the circuit 
shows that the tube does not use any B+ voltage on 
the plate, itself, but only on the screen grid, and 
further, the screen grid is not connected to "signal 
ground" in order to neutralize the plate-to-control-
grid capacitance. The amplifier was used aboard 
ships, and its main claim to fame was that it did not 
seriously overload on local strong signals, like 
from the same ship. It was criticized as being 
relatively insensitive. 

Other quadrodes were also being developed in 
Europe. Most of these seemed to be aimed at 
Fleming's diode patent, seeking to get around it. 
At the same time, Fleming was also devising 
quadrodes to expand his own patent scope. 
Fleming's quadrode, whose circuit is shown in Fig. 
3, seems to be a diode detector with electrostatic 
deflection plates to affect the efficiency of the 
diode current. Applying signal voltage to the 
plates C and D reduces the current flowing from 
filament to plates A and B, and thus affects the 
headphone current. This seemingly makes the tube 

3 See Stokes, op cit, pp 34-36, and Donisthorpe, H. de 
A., "The Marconi Four-Element Tube, and its Circuit," 
Proceedings of the IRE, 12, 4, August, 1924, pp 411-
417. 
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different from de Forest's triode, which used a 
control grid to do the same thing. Many years 
later, National Union would be designing 
specialized analog computer tubes having 
deflection plates and control grids, the ensemble 
used to perform multiplication of two voltages. 

Another "quadrode" was Majorana's, from all 
the way back in the 1912 era. His tube had a 
single plate and two intermeshed control grids 
(very much like the Wunderlich4 tube), and in the 
circuit, it is possible that the signal is actually 
applied in push-pull, as in the Wunderlich, such 
that Majorana's invention is virtually identical with 
Wunderlich's later development. Neither is a 
tetrode, though. 

The relative failure of Round's FEI to answer 
the need for a high-amplification tube capable of 
operation without harmful plate-to-grid feedback is 
apparent, since the next versions of the four-
element tube from Marconi-Osram, the FE3, more 
nearly resembled the Siemens-Halske two-grid 
tube, having an inner space-charge grid, rather than 
a screen grid. This tube was capable of operating 
with plate (and inner-grid) voltages of 6 to 10 
volts. This tube came out in mid- 1924, and had 
relatively good performance, considering the low 
plate voltage, but suffered from the usual problems 
that such low operating voltages bring. Foremost 
among these problems is intermodulation 
distortion - the hopeless interference between 
unwanted powerful signals and wanted weak 
signals. This same problem plagued automobile 
radios of the 1960s which used the 12-volt lineup 
of tubes having similar space-charge grids. 

Meanwhile, other inventors were busy with ideas 
to make non-triodes which resembled tetrodes. 
Another GE scientist, B. Bradbury, filed for a 
patent on March 23"1, 1921, in which he used a 
four-element tube, actually hooked up as a real 
tetrode (Fig. 4), but his objective was radio signal 
detection, plus injection of an audio tone (via the 
generator in the figure labeled "8") so that Morse 
signals would be rendered audible. Somehow, the 
screen grid he shows in his patent is considered an 
electron accelerator, and not a shield between plate 
and control grid. Close, but no cigar. Another 
inventor, C. Bardeloni, devised a tube in 1920 with 
one or more extra external electrodes (perhaps he 

4 Lyon, E., "Wunderlich's B Tube," Radio Age, 25, 1, 
January, 2000, p. 1 if. 
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RadioActivity - 2000 
Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 

June 15-17, 2000 

June is fast approaching, so KEEP THESE DATES OPEN! From Thursday evening, June 15th, 

through Saturday afternoon, June 17th, MAARC's RadioActivity - 2000 megameet will hold your 
interest! Pre-registrations for the meet must be mailed on or before June 3 to qualify for the discounted 
rate. Note Registration fee includes spouse and children or fiancé. They do not need to register. The 
event is at the same hotel as last year, but the hotel has changed its name and ownership. It is now the 
Sheraton College Park. It is located at Exit 29B (Rt. 212) off I-95 between Washington and Baltimore. The 
hotel is on the Southwest corner of the interchange. Hotel reservations are separate from meeting 
registrations. Make your reservations directly with the hotel using the hotel reservation card on the last 
page of this pull-out. Hotel reservations must be received by May 15 for the discount rate. 

Noie Estate Auction! 

In addition to the regular MAARC auction on Saturday afternoon, the Radio History Society 
will auction the Len Noie estate collection on Friday night. A long-time MAARC member, 
Len was an avid collector who passed away a few years ago. His collection consists of more 
than 300 fine radios—battery sets, cathedrals, tombstones, Bakelite and Plaskon radios, and 
transistor radios. The collection includes AK breadboards, a Midwest console, early Crosley 
and Radiola sets, art deco 1930s sets, test equipment, some ham gear, and more. Here is your 
chance to pick up some rare sets that seldom come up for auction. There will be a viewing 
prior to the auction, but no admittance to the room during the auction setup. Check the 
Radio History Society website for a partial listing: www.radiohistory.org. 

The Radio Trader's Mart begins precisely at 1:00 p.m. THURSDAY, June 17`h. We expect this year's 
flea market turnout to be even larger than last year. Purchase as many parking spaces as you like—there 
are plenty available. Spaces taken on a first-come, first-served basis. If you and a friend wish to have 
adjacent spaces, coordinate your arrival times. If you vacate your space, someone else may take it before 
you return. However, there are plenty of spaces and all are "good" spaces. Sellers must display the flea 
market registration card in the vehicle window. Don't unpack your car until you have registered! For your 
convenience, we plan to have a wandering registrar in the flea market area at the start of the meeting in 
addition to the inside registration desk. 

There will be a splendid Old Equipment Contest on Friday, and the famous RadioActivity auction on 
Saturday (regular auction plus silent auction). We will be offering a free radio repair clinic session on 
Thursday evening. This is not a class, but rather an opportunity for you to bring in a radio that you cannot 
fix and have it looked over by some of MAARC's radio experts, who will have test equipment set up. On 

Friday morning we will present a fascinating seminar by Grant Dixon on early television (flying spot 
scanning, etc.). Note that there will be no banquet this year due to the Noie Estate Auction Friday night 
A final schedule showing all room assignments will be handed out at the meet. 



RadioActivity 2000 Schedule: 

Date Time Event Location 

15 June 1:00 p.m. Conference registration desk opens Pre-function area, rear of hotel 

(Thurs.) 1:00 p.m. Flea MAARC-et Opens Parking Lot (rear of hotel) 

7:00 p.m. Registration desk closed for the day Pre-function area, rear of hotel 

7 to 9 .m.. Radio re air clinic To be determined 

16 Jun 6:00 a.m. Flea MAARC-et Opens Parking Lot 

(Friday) 7:00 a.m. Conference registration desk re-opens Pre-function area, rear of hotel 

7:30 a.m. Free coffee, donuts Parking Lot 

9:00 a.m. Old Equipment Contest Check-in To be determined 

10:00 a.m. Seminar: Grant Dixon 
Flying Spot Scanning Television 

To be determined 

12:00 p.m. Old Equipment Contest check-in closed. To be determined 

2:00 p.m. to 
5:00 p.m. 

Old Equipment Contest Viewing, 
Voting for People's Choice. 

To be determined 

5:00 p.m. Registration table closed for the day Pre-function area, rear of hotel 

5:15 p.m. Nole Estate Auction viewing Ballroom 

6:00 - 9:30 p.m.. Noie Estate Auction Ballroom 

17 Jun 7:00 a.m. Flea MAARC-et opens Parking Lot 

(Sat.) 7:00 a.m. Conference Registration Desk Re-opens Pre-function area, rear of hotel 

8:00 a.m. Auction consignment begins Ballroom 

8:00-10:00 a.m. Old Equipment Contest clear-out To be determined 

10:30 Silent auction consignment ends Ballroom 

11:00 a.m. Regular auction consignment closes, 
silent auction ends 

Ballroom 

12:30 to 3:30 

P.m.-

Auction (3 hours) Ballroom 

Old Equipment Contest Categories: 

1. Crystal sets (any vintage) 
2. Radios made in 1925 (75 years ago) 
3. Advertising materials (signs, booklets, catalogs, 

brochures, dealer displays, etc.) 
4. Pre- 1950 television sets (>50 years old, please no 

large consoles) 
5. Best restoration of a basket case. (Must have 

documentation, e.g., photos of before and after 
and a description of the restoration process) 

6. Green radios (any type) 

7. Tiny tombstones of the 1930s (Emerson, ICadettes, 
etc. Wood or plastic, less than 13" tall.) 

8. Home brew sets of any vintage, including recently 
built sets employing vintage parts and circuits. 
Must have documentation as to circuit, etc. A 
copy of an old construction article describing the 
radio is appropriate. 

9. Transistor radios (regular or novelty) 
10. Communications receivers prior to WWII 
11. Pre- 1935 test equipment 
12. Cathedral sets, any year, any brand. 



Old Equipment Contest Guidelines: 

For your guidance, the Old Equipment Contest judges 
use the following scoring weights: 

A. [0-10 pts.] General Appearance (Is item restored, 
cleaned, and generally presentable, or just "as-
found?") 

B. [0-10 pts] Item Rarity (Not as important as 
authenticity, but it counts for the item to be relatively 
hard to find.) 

C. [0-20 pts] Authenticity (How much of the item is 
demonstrably authentic? Documentation may be 
crucial.) 

D. [0-40 pts] Documentation (Critical to winning. 
Blue ribbon impossible without it. Ads, journal 
articles, books, news clips, description of historical 
significance of the item, all help.) 

E. [0-10 pts] Entrant Effort (How much was done by 
entrant, based on appearance and documentation?) 

F. [0-10 pts] Qualitative Bonus based on judges 
judgment and experience. 

• Only one entry per contestant per category 
allowed. 

• Documentation should include the manufacturer's 
data, advertising, and specific entry data (where 
found, how restored, and dates). 

• All entries (except as noted below for advertising 
devices) must be able to fit on a table and take up no 
more than 3' x 5' of table space. 

• Advertising (category 3) may be wall-mounted or 
floor standing, but entrant must supply easel or stand, 
because no mountings are permitted to be fastened to 
the walls. 

MAARC's AUCTION AND FLEA MARKET 

MAARC's auction commission is 10% of the 
selling price; however, there is an upper limit of 
$25 on the sales commission. So you can sell a 
$5000 Catalin at our auction and pay a 
commission of only $25. There is a minimum 
bid of $5 per item for both the Nole auction and 
the regular auction. This means you will want to 
batch items so that each lot will be sure to bring 
more than $5. Sell your boxes of junk at the flea 
market, not at the auction. Because there is a 
minimum $1 commission per item sold, this is an 
additional good reason to make batch lots of 
inexpensive items. For example, suppose you 
have five undesirable Bakelite radios to auction 
that sell for only $5 each. You keep $25 less $5 
total com-missions for a net of $20. But if you 
box the five radios and the box sells for $25, you 
are charged a commission of $2.50, netting you 
$22.50. Batching items saves you money and 
keeps the auction moving faster. 

We do permit sellers to specify a minimum 
selling price. Lest we inhibit initial bids, we do 
not announce the minimum price, mentioning it 

only in cases where the last bid is nearly at the 
minimum amount, in which case we give the 
highest bidder an opportunity to up the bid to 
reach the minimum. (Or let the seller drop the 
minimum selling price to match the highest bid.) 

We will conduct a silent auction on Saturday 
morning for the less valuable items. Items which 
(in the judgement of the auction officials) are not 
likely to sell for more than $ 10 may be diverted 
to the silent auction. Just before the regular 
auction begins, the silent auction will be closed 
and the highest bidders noted. This will save 
time at the regular auction by eliminating those 
boxes of old parts or Photofacts. (If you wish to 
place more expensive items in the silent auction, 
this is OK, too.) 

If you are a seller, do not leave the auction 
before all of your items are sold. If you 
consign an item and it does not sell, and you 
have left the auction, the item will be placed 
in the dumpster! 



NOTE: This insert will be provided in both the April and May issues of Radio Age. When you detach the return 
forms below, the information on the back of this form will be available from the other issue. Copies of the Old 
Equipment Contest categories and rules and the meeting schedule will also be available at the registration desk. 

On or prior to June 3, 1998, mail the upper part of this form with your check made payable to MAARC, to: 

Brian Belanger, 5730 Avery Park Drive, Rockville, MD 20855-1738. 
Phone: (301) 258-0708, E-mail: bcbelanger@aol.com, Fax: (301) 947-3338 

IF AFTER June 3„ PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND BRING IT TO THE REGISTRATION DESK AT 

THE CONFERENCE. S ouses/children do not need to re ister. 

ITEM FEE AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

Registration, mailed on or before June 3, 1999 $ 4.00 

Registration at desk S 8.00 

Flea Market Spaces (no assigned spaces). Number 

of spaces wanted 
10 00 each 

Total Enclosed (Check payable to MAARC): 

.$ 

Name: 

Address 

e-mail Address 

City:  State: Zip:  Phone: ( )   

Hotel where you will stay for RadioActivity 2000  

Send this upper part of this sheet to Brian Belanger, address above. (You will not receive a 
registration confirmation in the mail.) 

Return this hotel registration form to: 
Detach Here-

Sheraton College Park - Group Reservations 

4095 Powder Mill Road, Beltsville, MD 20705 (800) 325-3535 or (301) 937-4422 

Hotel reservation cutoff date: May 15, 1999 
Rates: Single: $82, Double: $82, Plus 10% tax 
Group: Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club Group Number: MEK 

Name Phone ( ) 

Address  

City  State  Zip  

Arrival Date  Total # Rooms  # Nights  # People  

2-double bed rooms 1-king bed rooms  Smoking  Non-smoking  

Credit Card #  Exp. Date  

Cardholder name 

Note: Reservations require credit card number or one night's deposit. 



simply attached them to existing triodes) which 
were used to deflect the normal electron stream in 
the tube. The objective was to connect the external 
electrode(s) to tuned circuits which were tuned to 
unwanted interfering signals, thus canceling their 
effect on the main control grid. This was no 
tetrode, just a four (or more) element tube. 

Another four-element tube invention, this one by 
C. D. Ehret, was disclosed in 1919, and consisted 
of a transmitting triode with two separate plates. 
The objective here was to use this four-element 
tube as an oscillator, hooked up as a triode, with 
both plates in the circuit. But the plates were 
connected in push-pull to an audio transformer 
secondary winding which was excited by a 
microphone circuit connected to its primary 
winding. The microphone signals, then, provided 
the B+ for the tube, creating double-sideband-

Figure 2. The Marconi Type 91 amplifier 
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suppressed-carrier signals in the oscillator. No 
tetrode here. 

It appears that there were several stabs at 
tetrodes, but Hull's work at GE in the early 1920s 
was the one that paid off. It led to the UX222 
filamentary tetrode, which was used only rarely in 
radios, not because it didn't work well, but because 
filamentary tubes of all sorts were headed for a 
decline. The radio business was waiting for 
"socket-power," and other concepts were 
distracting. The 222 sales never amounted to 
much, and the tube was rather quickly replaced by 
the indirectly-heated (socket-power) UX224, an 
eminently successful tube. Finally, its conversion 
to the 224A, by treatment of its plate to reduce 
secondary emission, made it one of the most 
popular tubes of the early 1930s. 

Figure I. Round's F L I quadrode, by Marconi-Osram. 
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Figure 3. Fleming's quadrode. 

NUMISLIL 10eLiVinle Sszii 

Figure 4. Bradbury's (GE) invention. 

Sun., May 21 

Sun., May 28 

Sun., Jun. 4 

MAARC YOUR CALENDAR 
MAARC monthly meeting at New Hope Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
gymnasium, Burtonsville, MD.; 2:00 p.m. Map on p.2. 

Memorial Day Hamfest, Howard Co. Fairgrounds, W. Friendship, MD, 
details: Mike at 410-923-3829 

Manassas Hamfest, Manassas, VA; Call Mary Lu at 703-369-2877. 

Thu.-Sat., Jun. 15-17 Annual MAARC Convention, RadioActivity 2000, check out MAARC 
website at www.maarc.org. See RadioActivity meet details, centerfold. 

Sun., July 16 MAARC monthly meeting at New Hope Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
gymnasium, Burtonsville, MD.; 2:00 p.m. Map on p.2. 

Sun., Jul 30 BRATS hamfest, Timonium Fairgrounds, MD; 410-461-0086 

Sun., Aug. 6 50ffi anniversary Winchester Hamfest, Berryville, VA; 540-955-1745. 

Sun., Aug. 20 MAARC monthly meeting at New Hope Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
gymnasium, Burtonsville, MD.; 2:00 p.m. Map on p.2. 

Sun., Sep. 17 MAARC monthly meeting at New Hope Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
gymnasium, Burtonsville, MD.; 2:00 p.m. Map on p.2. 

Sat., Sun., Sep. 23,24 Virginia Beach Hamfest, Pavilion, Va. Beach. web:www.vahamfest.com 
This hamfest usually coincides with Oceana NAS Airshow, 3 mi. away. 

111'98 EAMIKIFIEST SIE&SOK 
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EDITOR's NOTE: The number of articles available for this issue was limited to three (aside from those 
on pages 1 through 10). These three each contain at least four-and-a-half pages, and will not fit in our 16-
page format. Nor will they fit, without a lot of work, into a 20-page format. So here, on the next three 
pages, are two neat articles from Radio Age's past life, with Don Patterson's fine touch. 

Vol. 13, No. 9 

Victor's Glorius Quartette 
R-32 R-52 RE-45 RE 75 

ByC.D.Houston,Jn 

The last years of tne 1920's 
were years of skyrocketing tech-
nology in the radio field. They 
were also some of the most try-
ing years for the manufacturers 
of phonographs and related sup-
plies. The threat of radio's 
displacement of the phonograph 
caused grave concern in the 
minds of such prominent indus-
trialists as Eldredge Johnson, 
of Victor, and indeed, all other 
key figures in the phonograph 
industry. Initially, the policy 
was to ignore radio, but anxiety 
mounted when the public ignored 
the phonograph in favor of radio! 
Following the sale of Victor in 
1926 to the international bank-
ing firms of Seligman and Speyer, 
the changes were about to begin. 

R-32 
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In the world of sound re-
production, the most startling 
breakthrough took place in 1925, 
with the appearance of electri-
cal recording. So devastating 
was this innovation that the 

record and phonograph manufactur-
ers made only subtle identifica-
tion on their records, and did 
not publicize at all. The en-
tirely new machines were intro-
duced late in 1925, after their 
dealers were able to dispose of 
earlier model records and ma-
chines. This constituted the 
first penetration of radio into 
the phonograph industry. Victor 
called it the Orthophonic era, 
and when the public became ac-
quainted with this superior meth-
od of reproduction, the quest 
for further improvements was 
under way. Acoustical recordings 
began to take their place in 
history. Victor R-52 

$1.50 
September 1987 

Victor R-32 
chassis, cover 
removed, show-
ing cam wheel 
and trimming 
rollers. 
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3 
recorded level of this disc is 
generous, with abundant bass 
passages, to emphasize the power 
and bass capability of this in-
strument. It's a lot of fun to 
show off the RE- 75 to a guest, 
letting the set " speak for—it-
self" with the record. 

Because RCA held the super-
heterodyne circuit patents, the 
engineers at Victor, as with 
other radio companies, were 
driven into designing non- super-
heterodyne circuitry that would 
perform comparably to the super-
hets that RCA was selling. Vic-
tor managed to design a superior 

receiver that did not require the 
superhet patents. The technique 
was the use of individual cam-
operated tuning correction at 
various points on the dial. This 
device was named: Micro- synchro-
nous. 

Without doubt, the develop-
ment of the micro- synchronous de-
vice had begun sometime around 
1927, long before the union with 
a radio firm seemed a possibili-
ty. 

Having been keenly aware of 
the superb engineering that 
Victor pumped into this set, this 
writer doggedly sought out a 
RE-45 model at age 17. This set 
still occupies a place of honor, 
41 years later, in a 300-plus 
collection of radios and phono-
graphs. Also, among this elec-
tronic morass will be found the 
"sister" models of this Victor 
family, pictured herein. 

It is quite obvious that 
RCA recognized the potential of 
the Victor creation at the time 
of the merger, and wisely re-
leased these products to the 
market. The rest is history, and 
there are many of us in the world 
of vintage electronics, who re-
gard the Victor R-32 series with 
reverent respect. They are the 
great products of very great 
days, and were some of the last 
products to be designed at Cam-
den, New Jersey before Victor 
became part of the Radio Corpor-
ation of America. 

RADIO AGE CUSPS 312-370) (ISSN 0892-
6360) is published monthly at a subscription 
rate of $ 13.50 a year, Second Class Postage, 
and is $ 16.00, First Class. Second Class 
Postage is paid at Augusta, Georgia. 

Donald O. Patterson, Editor 
Norma W. Patterson, Managing Editor 
Copyright 1987. Donald O. Patterson 
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Ballantine Variotransformer 
By Alan Douglas 

The' Ballantine Variotrans-
former is a fascinating little 
gizmo, but now that I've been 
able to make measurements on it, 
I wonder how the thing ever 
worked? 

Stuart Ballantine made fun-
damental contributions to a num-
ber of fields: Navy direction 
finders in WWI, negative feed-
back for distortion correction 
in 1922, forms of AVC and capaci-
tive neutralization in the same 
period, the 5/8 wavelength verti-
cal antenna for broadcast trans-
mission, the 51 variable-mu tube 
(with Snow), microphone calibra-
tion, the " Ballantine" AC volt-
meter, the throat mike. He re-
ceived medals or awards from the 
IRE, Franklin Institute, and 
Radio Club of America. 1920s 
hams knew him for his book " Radio 
Telephony for Amateurs," which 
in spite of being written on 
"short notice" in 1922 was the 
hams' bible for years. 

In his book, Ballantine 
described RF amplifiers using, 
instead of fixed-tuned RF inter-
stage transformers in vogue then, 
variometers wound throughout with 
two parallel wires ( they would 
now be called bifilar) which he 
termed " variotransformers." In 
1923, he developed this idea at 
his company RFL, Radio Frequency 
Laboratories, into a commercial 
version, shielded in a brass case 
and very compact ( patent 

1,514,416). It was advertised in 
QST in September at $9.60, or 
slightly later as part of a com-
plete one- stage amplifier for 
$15. Both items were made by 
Boonton Rubber Co. ( same owners 
as RFL, and later as Aircraft 
Radio Corp. and Boonton Radio 
Corp.--RFL is still very much in 
business) and were beautiful 
pieces of work. The were, how-
ever, somewhat out of step with 
standard engineering practices. 

There were two general types 
of TRF radios. The older type 
used a single tuned circuit fol-
lowed by untuned transformer-
coupled RF stages; its advantage 
was simple control ( one dial) 
though the first stage had to be 
run practically into regeneration 
to get enough selectivity. The 
second type of TRF circuit, 
rapidly gaining popularity, used 
(typically) two RF amplifier 
stages and three tuned circuits, 
each of which had to be set to 
precisely the same point, and 
which together provided the 
necessary selectivity without 
being pushed to their limits. 

Variotransformers would have 
combined the worst of both 
schemes: requiring that each 
stage be tuned by a separate 
dial, but still needing the re-
generative first stage, because 
the variotransformers alone 
couldn't provide the selectivity. 
Their compactness and tight 
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Victor RE-45 open 

Following the introduction 
of the new records and phono-
graphs, the next step was to 
graduate to electrical record 
playing equipment. In 1926, 
Victor combined an electrical- re-
producing phonograph with an RCA 
Radiola 28, with AC power supply, 
to be known as "Hyperion", 
selling for $ 1000. A companion 
to the Hyperion was the " Borgia 
II" combo, somewhat similarly 
equipped, and selling for $900. 
A magnetic pickup was fed into 
the radio's audio amplifier, and 
played through the same speaker 
as did the radio. Soon after, 
other models of the Victor " Elec-
trola" were added to the line, 
and formed a splendid array of 
electrical reproducing phono-
graphs. 

Revolutionary, expensive, 
and exclusive, these early elec-
trical phonographs appealed to 
the very wealthy. Victor, under 
new ownership, was ready to take 
the plunge into the radio busi-
ness with a line of more com-
petitively priced products, to 
be designed and produced in their 
own factories. 

Remember that before the 
merger of the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Company and the Radio Cor-
poration of America, RCA had no 
manufacturing facilities of its 
own. Sixty percent of the RCA 
products were made by General 
Electric, and the remaining 40% 
were made by Westinghouse. 
Victor was just what RCA needed, 

with its vast dealer network, 
manufacturing facilities, Victor 
records, and exclusive artists. 
RCA was thus placed in the manu-
facturing business. 

To say the least, 1929 was 
a year to remember. Among other 
things that happened that year, 
RCA became the owner of Victor, 
and among the many assets baggeo 
in the deal, there was a newly 
designed Victor radio, ready for 
the market. 

This Victor radio; actually 
a family of four models was 
designated R-32, and became one 
of the best known lines of radio 
and phonograph combinations in 
the history of radio. Sales 
totalled over 328,000 units. The 
presence of so many surviving 
Victor sets makes it obvious that 
they were one of the best sellers 
of the day, as well as one of the 
sturdiest and long-lived. The 
R-32 family took the following 
forms, all models using identical 
chassis and speakers: 

R-32 Lowboy radio, open front 
R-52 Highboy radio, full 

cabinet doors 
RE-45 Lowboy phono combo, full 

doors; top phono com-
partment 

RE- 75 Highboy combo; 3/4 
doors, front phono com-
partment 

The phonograph motor board 
in the RE-45 and the RE-75 models 
is a manually operated 78 RPM 
unit, with an automatic shutoff, 
responding to an eccentric 

groove. The motor is the famil-
iar GE induction- disc motor, with 
governor speed control. This 
record player ensemble appears on 
several other brands of phono 

combinations of that day, ob-
viously having been supplied by 
Victor. 

There were subtle hardware 
differences between the RE-45 and 
the RE- 75 motor boards. The 
RE-75 turntable pad is black vel-
vet, with exposed metal parts of 
the turntable and pickup finished 
in,a matte medium silver-gray. 
The RE-45 has a leatherette style 
turntable mat, with gun-blued 
turntable, and the pickup and arm 
finished in black lacquer. In-
terestingly, the pickup head cov-
er design was unique to the 
RE-45,75 models. The design con-
sists of the familiar Victor 
"Nipper" logo, surrounded by a 
wreath of leaves. Unfortunately, 
the pickup arm is not counter-
balanced ( oh yes, there was a 
little weight at the rear of the 
arm), and the full weight of the 
pickup rides on the record. 

Of additional interest is a 
special record, pressed by Victor, 
for the demonstration of this 
record player. Titled " Victor 
Radio Tone Pemonstration", Milton 
J. Cross describes the virtues of 
this remarkable instrument ( it 
really is!). The commentary is 
accompanied by musical embellish-
ments, including Victor's radio 
theme march: Victory. The 
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Ads free of charge to MAARC members. 
Please, one ad per member per month, limited 
to 100 words. All ads subject to editing. Ads 

will not be repeated unless resubmitted. Send ads 
to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. Usual deadline 

for receipt of ads is the 10th of the preceding month. 
No phoned-in ads, please, but e-mail is welcomed. 

SALE: Many of your old time radio shows are 
available on tape cassettes. You select the shows 
you want and purchase them by the hour. Fast, 
friendly service. Send for our catalog listing over 
5700 shows arranged by category and title; only 
$2.00 postage and handling. Erstwhile Radio, PO 
Box 2284, Peabody, MA 01960. 

For Sale: 1931 Westinghouse grandfather clock 
radio, Model WR-8, wood deco, right side 
dial/knobs/switch, upper front clock face, top 
speaker, 9 tubes. Scarce radio, cabinet in rough 
shape, some veneer lifted, bottom water damage, 
However it is restorable and has all components. 
Measures 5' length by 10" x 12" . Too large to ship, 
must pick-up; reduced in price because of 
condition. Will accept reasonable offer. Tektronix 
Oscilloscope Model 561, vg, w/leads and manual, 
$65.00. Lafayette KT-208 signal generator and 
signal tracer (one unit) w/leads & manual; $30.00. 
Zenith Royal 250, black/gold plastic, no 
cracks or chips, good condition, (not working), 
$20.00. Simpson 260 VOM, $35.00; EICO VTVM 
Model 232, $20.00. All items plus shipping. 
Stephen L. Bonin°, 107 Georgetown Road, 
Glassboro, New Jersey 08028 phone: 856-881-
0244; email:slbon@erols.com 

Sale: Need to find a good home for some older 
equipment. Museum items: ( 1) first and second 
original prototypes of the CA- 1630 tube tester, 
circa 1955; testers are complete and come with 
original patent application and other documenta-
tion; these testers were built by Weston for the 
CAA (like modern day FAA) under contract. (2) 
1950 DuMont Model RA- 113 TV in "The 
Brookville" style cabinet; complete with original 
operating handbook, schematic, and service 
manual; power supply has low CRT anode 
voltage, but otherwise seems to be in good 
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condition. (3) Nice after-market UHF tuner in 
excellent condition to go with the TV. (4) 
Hammarlund HQ- 140X in good condition. (5) BC-
779, military version of Super Pro 200; comes with 
external power supply and photocopy of manual; 
front panel has been repainted and power supply 
has been recapped. All items are pick up only in 
Wheaton, Maryland. All prices negotiable. Will 
consider donating the museum items. Contact Bill 
at 301 942-6014 or W3OBCeEROLS.COM 

Wanted: I just learned of your Antique Radio 
Club, and would like to ask you for some help. I 
am looking for a Philco Cathedral Model 20 
speaker. If you happen to of hear of a person that 
has one and is willing to sell it, could you please 
pass along my name, e-mail, and telephone 
number. Thanks in advance! John Bonaiuto 
140 S. 16th St., Lincoln, NE 68508 
bonaiuto @ acton.com 

WANTED: We need the radio chassis and speaker 
for a Stewart Warner console, model # R 1264 A, 
or chassis # R 126. Mr. & Mrs. L. M. Page 
4138 North Hwy. 41, Mullins, SC 29574-9359 
843-464-6887. Pagehaven@aol.com. 

SERVICES OFFERED: Professional restorations 
for all antique table radios, consoles, cathedrals, 
tombstones, battery sets, and communication 
receivers. Complete overhauls. Lacquer sprayed 
hand-rubbed cabinet refinishing. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. UPS/USPS/FEDEX shipments 
accepted. All work guaranteed. Bob Eslinger, 
Antique Radio Restoration and Repair, 20 Gary 
School Road, Pomfret Center, CT 06259. Hours: 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Tues.-Saturday. Telephone/fax 
(860) 928-2628. E-mail: radiodoc@neca.com. 
Visit us in CT or on the World Wide Web at 
http://users.neca.com/radiodoc/ 
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MORE ADS.... 

For Sale: RCA Victor Golden Throat console, 

FM/AM/Phono/TV ( 10"), chassis-RTV 323, 

Model 8T244, with 12" speaker, dim.: W=41", 

D=22.5", H=39.5"; orig. 78 rpm player 

upgraded to 3 speed; cabinet good; 2 small 

damaged veneer spots. Make offer. You pick 

up in MD near DC. Call Mac Shawe at 410-

326-8442 or 301-434-2805. 

Wanted: General Electric K-64, Westinghouse 

W-64 or RCA 121 cathedral radio. Mark 

Hewitt, 6659 Tipperary Trail, Roscoe, IL 

61073, (815) 623-8729, e-mail: 

mhewittginwave.com 

WANTED: Zenith R1000 (M) military transistor 

Trans-Oceanic radio; also looking for any unusual 

Zenith portable radios. John Filippelli 7950 

Tamoshanter Glen Burnie,MD 21061; email: 
tea380@aol.com 

INDEX AVAILABLE: New Index to AWA 

publications (OTB, AWA Review, etc.), 1960 
through Aug. 1999; formatted like earlier versions, 

but with new "Author" section; 63 pages, letter-
size; over 7000 citations, $ 12 postpaid, anywhere. 

Ludwell Sibley, 102 McDonough Road, Gold 
Hill, OR 97525. 

WANTED: Radio knobs, one or a thousand; 

paying top prices. Write to: John DeLoria, 101 
Doverbrook Road, Chicopee, MA 01022. 

Sale: 7-microfarad, 250-volt ac (mylar) capacitors 
for use in place of ballasts in 300-mA heater-string 

ac-dc radios. (See article, this issue.) Only $8.25 
each, including postage. Charlie Rhodes, address, 
etc., on p. 2. 

Wanted, For Sale, Trade: (This is from e-mail sent 

from an Italian collector to our web site): 
I am a collector of working vacuum tubes, and external 

tubes radios, I ' m interested in the following material: 
all kind of tubes before 1920 

tubes with coloured glass of every period (except 
for ARCTURUS 24-25-26-27) 

Tubes with yellow glass (like US Airline or similars) 
are very interesting for me 

unusual design tubes, multiple and special tubes 
(2NF - 3NF LOEWE) 

great mercury multiarms rectifier tubes, 
experimental tubes. 
x-ray tubes, old x-ray machines 

In particular I am looking for all kind of very old 
vacuum tubes with coloured glass: 

blue - red - yellow etc. ; model R, E , french model blue 
tubes, Metal and Radiotecnique. If you have available 

these kinds of articles, please send me a list with the 
relative prices. P.S. this letter has not expiration, and 
remains always standing during time. 
MATERML FOR TRADE: 

Very rare italian Fivre red glass good 58 type 
Very rare italian Fivre red glass good 57 type 
Very rare red glass painted english V24 tube, not tested 

because with seal. probably open filament. 
Very rare yellow glass painted primitive tube with 
wood/brass base.filament ok 
Very rare italian tennis ball (102 f ?) S.A. F.1. metal grey 
painted filament ok probably new. 

Many old european tubes. 

All items are available in jpg photo, and 1 can send them 
via Internet. 

[Hey, not bad. Let's see you write an ad in 
Italian.] 

Sale: Heath Factory-assembled Malmstadt-Enke 
EU W-27 sine/square wave generator, 20 Hz to 1 
MHz in 5 bands, sine and square waves available 

simultaneously, $40, plus shipping. Warren 
Sprague, 11855 Orlando Circle, Waynesboro, 
PA 17268. 

The Electronics Collector 
(Formerly Transistor Network) 

Information•Articles•Classifieds 
Transistor, Tube, Novelty & Crystal Radios • Recorders 

Hearing Aids • Calculators • Reviews • Repair & 
Restoration • More 

Subscribers get a free 50-word ad monthly. 

Subscribe Today! 
$24.95 U.S. ( First Class) 
$34.95 Canada (Air) 

$43.95 Other Countries (Air) 

P.O. Box 43, Dept. M, Live Oak, FL 32064-0043 
Email: rmorison@suwanneevalley.net 
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ONCE AGAIN: GET GOING with CAPACITORS 
By: Geoff Shearer 

I was asked by a couple of members to put together a "grab bag" of capacitors as a "starter kit". Based on my own 
experience and what others are buying, I have a kit that will cost $20.00 and should last you for all your repair needs for a 

month (meeting to meeting). 

Here is a list of what I recommend: 

(6) .001 mfd @ 630V axial - 
(5) .0047 mfd @ 630V axial - 

(8) .012 mfd @ 600V axial - 

(6) .047 mfd @ 400V axial - 
(5) .01 mfd @ 400V axial - 
(5) .33 mfd @ 630V axial - 
(3) 10 mfd @ 50V electr. - 
(5) 47 mfd @ 160V electr. - 
(5) 10 mfd @ 450V electr. - 
(2) 22 mfd @ 450V electr. - 

$2.00 
$1.00 

$2.00 

$1.00 

$1.00 
$1.00 

$1.00 

$2.50 
$5.00 
$3.50 

TOTAL $20.00 

The price goes up about $ 1.00 for each subset 
change from 400V to 630V. For most bypass 
applications, 400 volts is plenty. I recommended the 

.33 mfd over the .22 mfd because most sets need a 

.25, the .33 has a higher voltage rating than our .22, 
and best of all; the .33 is cheaper. There are some 

other odd cases when you'll need a 22 @ 50V 
electrolytic for cathode bypass, but that doesn't 

happen very often. 

HAPPY REPAIR!!! 

IN THIS ISSUE: Two short old-time Radio Age articles, Charlie Rhodes' "How-to" piece on 

replacing ballasts and line-cord resistors, RadioActivity-2000 news, and Ed Lyon's piece on four-

element tubes that weren't quite tetrodes. 

Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
c/o Barry Zimmerman 
5825 Woodwinds Circle 

Frederick, MD 21703-7579 
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